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Case Study

Improving Inventory Management:
The Shaw Group

Shaw Group Ltd. Head Office

The Company: The Shaw Group
The Shaw Group is a leading natural resource manufacturer and community
developer, located in Eastern Canada, focusing heavily on construction
industry products. Competing in
a variety of market sectors The
Shaw Group welcomes innovative
opportunities that will give them the
leading edge among competitors.

The Challenge
As a progressive company, The Shaw
“The implementation of this
Group welcomes new business ideas.
Mobile App was seamless
Shaw came to Source Atlantic looking
due to its ease of use.“
for a technology Solution that would
 – Gerry Ashley,
reduce suppliers, improve their inventory
The Shaw Group
re-order accuracy while keeping the bulk
Purchasing Agent
of their inventory management with their
storeroom attendant. Shaw was tracking
inventory manually using spreadsheets and, in many cases, replenishing
inventory by visually identifying low or depleted stock levels. This process
became lengthy and cumbersome as the amount of SKUs increased.

The Solution
Source Atlantic introduced The Shaw Group to the Source Atlantic iPhone App,
an order entry tool that eliminates the need to manually re-order inventory. The
App only requires a few steps to enter the purchase order:
1. A Shaw employee logs in to the App with their Ship-To ID #
2. Scan the Source Atlantic barcode with the iPhone camera
3. Enter the re-order quantity
4. Confirm the purchase order to Source Atlantic
A confirmation email is then sent to confirm the ordered items.

The Result
The Source Atlantic iPhone App immediately helped The Shaw Group’s
employees reduce the time spent manually recording, transferring and
emailing purchase orders as well as re-working manual entry errors. The Shaw
Group reduced the value of their on-hand inventory and optimized delivery
time by using the Source Atlantic iPhone App to automatically transmit orders
to the nearby Source Atlantic branch.
The Source Atlantic iPhone App has improved the efficiency and accuracy of
The Shaw Group’s ordering processes. As a result of this success, Shaw plans
to use the technology in other process site locations across their company.
Could your company capitalize
on a more efficient inventory
management system with an
easy-to-use iPhone re-order
system? Contact your Account
Manager today to discuss or
arrange a consultation with our
Solutions Team.

“The Source Atlantic App has provided
us with an efficient and accurate
ordering process that can be
completed in less than five minutes.“
 – Gerry Ashley,
The Shaw Group
Purchasing Agent

Call us at 1.888.846.7637 or visit us online
www.sourceatlantic.ca to learn more.

www.sourceatlantic.ca

Supply Chain
Management Solutions
Supply Chain Mapping
Source Atlantic’s extensive knowledge and experience, across many
different industries, positions us as experts in supply chain analysis.
Our solutions team will work with you to understand the current state
of your business, identify the opportunities for improvement and
design a future state. From there we can help implement changes,
monitor the improvements and make any necessary adjustments.

E-Vending
Source Atlantic’s automated inventory control solution uses a
state-of-the-art, robust inventory control system designed to help
optimize your company’s processes, minimize waste, and realize
savings opportunities.

Vendor Managed Inventory (VMI)
Our Vendor Managed Inventory Program (VMI) will help you manage
your low-value, high-turning stock items by having a Source Atlantic
representative go to your business and replenish your stock. Through
a continuous improvement strategy we will reduce: receiving,
stocking, stock-outs, carrying costs and procurement costs.

Mobile Store
The Source Atlantic Mobile Store brings a fully stocked, customized
container right to your job site. This solution has been designed to
reduce operating costs and minimize down time waiting for deliveries
and off-site pick-ups.

Source Card
The Source Card offers you a faster alternative for purchasing goods and
services. With pre-approved transaction and credit levels, simply place
your order. Multiple buyers making frequent transactions can apply a job
reference number at purchase. Each month your company will receive a
statement showing, by cardholder, their transactions and respective job
reference numbers.

Mobile App
The Source Atlantic iPhone App is an order entry tool that will help
to improve your business’ Inventory Management and eliminate the
need for manual order entry. The iPhone App uses the 1) phone’s
camera, 2) or accompanying Bluetooth scanner to scan an item’s
barcode and send the order directly to Source Atlantic. The app is a
simple, cost-effective way to auto-generate replenishment purchase
orders to Source Atlantic.
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